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Good Energy Solutions Selected to Work on Westar’s Community Solar Site
LAWRENCE, KS, May 22, 2017 – Good Energy Solutions, a Lawrence-based solar installer, was selected to contribute to the
installation of Westar Energy’s Community Solar Site. The 1.27 megawatt solar site is located near South Hutchinson, KS and
consists of nearly 4,000 solar panels.
“We are pleased that Westar continues to diversify its energy production portfolio by investing in renewable energy
projects that include solar and wind instead of fossil fuels,” said Kevin Good, President of Good Energy Solutions. Good
added, “We feel that solar is the inevitable future of electricity generation, so the sooner the transition takes place, the
th
th
sooner the 19 and 20 century fossil fuel models of electricity generation can be retired for the health and wellbeing of
our children and their children.”
SoCore Energy out of Chicago, Illinois is the project developer, and Brandt Companies of Austin, Texas was hired to oversee
the project and selected Good Energy Solutions to complete the electrical work for the solar portion of the project, which
included 17 inverters. The array is scheduled to be complete in May.

About Good Energy Solutions, Inc.
Good Energy Solutions, Inc. is a full service energy partner that is able to provide comprehensive consulting and services in
electrical, renewable energy, energy efficiency and energy management in the central US region. Founded in 2007, Good
Energy Solutions has earned a reputation of reliable service, expertise, and quality through commercial and residential
installations of Solar and Energy Efficiency Equipment. Good Energy Solutions is "Energy with Integrity" and a SunPower
Authorized Dealer. For more information, visit https://www.goodenergysolutions.com/
Recent Awards
2017: Ranked “Top 100 Solar Installers” by SolarReviews.
2016: “2016 BBB Integrity Award for the Kansas Plains” by Better Business Bureau, Inc. serving Nebraska, South Dakota,
The Kansas Plains and Southwest Iowa.
2015, 2016: “Top 500 Solar Contractor in the U.S.” by Solar Power World.
2015, 2016: “Foundation Award” by Lawrence Business Magazine and Cadre Lawrence.
Social Media
Twitter: @goodenergysol • Facebook: @GoodEnergySolutions • LinkedIn: good-energy-solutions
Google+: GoodEnergySolutionsLawrence • Instagram: goodenergysolutions • YouTube: goodenergysolutions
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